shows the number of journals (left ordinate) and the number of papers published by these journals (right 
. Productivity of individual scientists
The increase in the numbers of published papers probably results from a larger number of scientists involved in research and from increased pressure to publish. Individual authors produce different numbers of papers during their career. Interestingly, Alfred J. Lotka scored the number of papers of authors with names beginning with A or B in a decennial index of Chemical Abstracts covering the years 1907-1916 and published his results in 1926 [6] . Fig. 4 shows that about 60% of the authors produced only one paper during that period. He formulated the 'inverse square law' which says that the fraction of scientists producing n 2 papers equals 1 /n of the fraction of scientists producing scientists produced 8 or more papers (Fig. 4) .
As stated in the previous section there has been an only 24 papers. This would be the case if the 702 000 enormous increase in the number of scientific journals and citing papers with on average each 24 references would all papers during the last decade. It is not known whether the have cited the same 24 papers.
increased urge to publish scientific papers ('publish or Fig. 3 shows that the increase in references per paper perish') has actually increased productivity per (first) coincided with a gradual decrease in the number of pages author in a relevant way. Of course assessment of prodof scientific papers at least in Circulation which is the top uctivity of authors has both quantitative and qualitative journal in the category Cardiac and Cardiovascular System aspects. Fig. 4 reproduces the original data from Lotka [6] of the Journal Citation Reports. In 1970 the number of on productivity per author together with the computed best pages per paper was about 10 and it declined gradually to fit (open circles). Fig. 4 further shows the fraction of just over 6 in 2000. If this process continues at the same scientists with one or more papers cited in the Science speed a paper published by Circulation will be no longer Citation Index of 1996. There was a technical reason to than one page in 2020! It is of interest to note that Seglen choose for the 1996 edition of the Science Citation Index, [5] found a strong correlation between the number of pages because it permits such an analysis by alphabet more easily of an article and its citation 4 years after publication, i.e. than more recent products of the ISI. We simply scored the well beyond the time window used for the calculation of first 500 authors from the database (all with family names the impact factor [2] . Of course, the decrease in the starting with AA). The cited papers could have been number of pages per paper may point to less verbosity, but published in any year, but there were hardly papers older it is also possible that it partly reflects a trend to less information per paper (minimal publishing unit). number of cited papers.
